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• Gilts sold off once again as the UK’s May inflation data exceeded 
expectations with the core CPI rate rising to a new three-decade high.  

• Bunds also made losses while euro car registrations once again posted 
solid growth. 

• The main event on Thursday will be the BoE’s rate announcement, with a 
50bps hike now possible; euro area consumer confidence and French 
business survey results are also due.  
 

Daily bond market movements 

Bond Yield Change 

BKO 2.8 06/25 3.112 +0.025 

OBL 2.4 10/28 2.548 +0.034 

DBR 2.3 02/33 2.426 +0.027 

UKT 0⅝ 06/25 5.048 +0.106 

UKT 1⅝ 10/28 4.592 +0.088 

UKT 3¼ 01/33 4.407 +0.073 

*Change from close as at 4:30pm BST. 
Source: Bloomberg 

UK 

UK inflation again beats expectations with core inflation rising to highest since 1992 

Once again, the UK’s inflation data surprised significantly on the upside to underscore the likelihood of further substantive 
BoE tightening over coming months. Indeed, the UK now appears by some margin to have the biggest inflation problem of all 
major economies. And, with the BoE having recently emphasised that policy is data-dependent, the swaps market is now 
fully pricing Bank Rate to reach 6.00% by year-end, a level that would seem certain to cause recession next year. At least 
the headline CPI rate failed to rise in May, remaining at 8.7%Y/Y. But that comfortably exceeded the median forecast on the 
Bloomberg survey of a drop of 0.3ppt and left inflation trending a full 0.5ppt above the BoE’s forecast for Q2 published last 
month. And more importantly, with the monthly increase in core prices (0.8%M/M) the strongest for any May on the series 
dating back to 1988, the annual core CPI rate rose a further 0.3ppt to a new three-decade high of 7.1%Y/Y, dashing hopes 
that this measure of underlying pressure would at least stabilise. Admittedly, the share of items in the basket with rising 
inflation fell back to the lowest since late-2020 and the NIESR estimate of 10% trimmed mean CPI narrowed slightly (down 
0.3ppt to 10.2%Y/Y). Nevertheless, the share of items in the CPI basket with inflation of 3% or more rose to a new high 
(85%) pointing to increasingly broad-based inflation. 
 

Services inflation rises to a three-decade high, with core goods inflation unexpectedly higher too 

Within the detail, further upwards impetus to inflation in May came from services, for which prices were up a series-record 
0.8%M/M for that month. That pushed annual services inflation up 0.5ppt to 7.4%Y/Y, well above the BoE’s expectation of 
6.8%Y/Y, and the highest since March 1992. Air fares, cultural activities (particularly admissions to live events) and 
communications were key drivers of this shift last month, with accommodation costs also reversing some of the moderation 
recorded in the previous month. Moreover, despite evidence in other major economies of a cooling in global factory-gate 
prices, core goods prices also rose by four-times the normal pace in May (0.8%M/M). That took inflation of non-energy 
industrial goods up 0.3ppt to 6.8%Y/Y, pushed higher by toys and games, second-hand cars and clothing and footwear. 
Lower petrol prices, however, meant that energy inflation eased almost 2½ppts to a two-year low of 8.4%Y/Y. And inflation of 
food and non-alcoholic beverages eased 0.7ppt, but remained extremely high at 18.3%Y/Y.  
 

Core inflation should moderate gradually from now on, but remain above BoE’s forecast 

Looking ahead, base effects related to energy and food, as well as the cut in the regulated household energy price cap in 
July, will at least push headline inflation lower over coming months. And a further step down in producer output price inflation 
in May (down 2.3ppt to a 26-month low of 2.9%Y/Y) also suggests that core goods inflation should moderate. This tallies with 

UK: Consumer price inflation  

 
Source: Refinitiv and Daiwa Capital Markets Europe Ltd. 

UK, US & euro area: Consumer price inflation  

 
Source: Refinitiv and Daiwa Capital Markets Europe Ltd. 
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today’s CBI industrial trends survey findings which suggested that, amid declining output and below normal orders, 
manufacturers’ selling-price expectations eased to the lowest since February 2021. But the jump in private sector wage 
growth in April amid the still-tight labour market – seemingly related not least to record levels of long-term sickness and 
record waiting times in the National Health Service – augurs very badly for services inflation. And with the level of 
competition in the UK economy seemingly diminished by Brexit, a recession might well now be a pre-condition to get core 
inflation back to levels consistent with 2% inflation over the medium term. We now expect core inflation to remain above 
5½%Y/Y at the end of this year, with headline and core inflation perhaps unlikely to return to the 2% target before 2025 in the 
absence of substantive additional tightening. While in May the BoE’s mode projection still suggested that inflation would fall 
some way below its target by the end of the horizon, the MPC acknowledged the clear upwards skew to the outlook, and 
thus placed greater weight on the mean forecast. It will now be sure that it will have to revise up its inflation projections in 
August. And so, when it takes its latest rate decision, the MPC might have very little faith that inflation will return smoothly to 
its target over the projection horizon.  
 

The day ahead in the UK  

Today’s figures will make for uncomfortable reading for the MPC at its policy-setting meeting today. And tomorrow’s policy 
announcement will undoubtedly deliver a 13th consecutive hike in Bank Rate. The magnitude of that hike is now extremely 
uncertain. We had previously expected the magnitude of increase to be kept at 25bps as in the previous two meetings, 
taking Bank Rate to 4.75%. But with increasing evidence of inflation persistence illustrated in the latest inflation and labour 
market figures, previously flagged by the MPC as key factors determining the path for policy, there is a significant possibility 
that the MPC will tighten by 50bps tomorrow, to take Bank Rate to 5.00%. Certainly, the more hawkish external members – 
Mann and Haskel – and possibly Deputy Governor Ramsden will vote for a larger hike of 50bps. On balance, we continue to 
expect the majority to favour a 25bp increase. But the vote is likely to be split, possibly with up to four voting for a larger hike. 
Either way, the MPC will certainly leave the door open to additional tightening over the summer.  

Euro area 

Recovery in euro area car sales continues, but demand for other French goods weak 

Today’s new car registrations figures published by ACEA suggested another month of solid growth in May as supply 
bottlenecks continued to ease. In particular, new car sales in the euro area rose 20%Y/Y, with accelerated growth in 
Germany (19.2%Y/Y) and continued double-digit growth in France (14.8%Y/Y) and Italy (23.1%Y/Y). Despite the recent 

UK: Share of CPI basket by inflation rate   

 
Source: ONS and Daiwa Capital Markets Europe Ltd. 

UK: Deviations from long-run average price change* 

 
*Deviations from pre-pandemic average between 2000-2019. **Non-energy 
industrial goods. Source: Refinitiv and Daiwa Capital Markets Europe Ltd. 

UK: CPI inflation and key components  

 
*Non-energy industrial goods.  

Source: Refinitiv and Daiwa Capital Markets Europe Ltd. 

UK: Contributions to CPI inflation 

 
*Non-energy industrial goods.  

Source: Refinitiv and Daiwa Capital Markets Europe Ltd. 
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recovery, however, total new car registrations in the region still remain almost a quarter below the equivalent month ahead of 
the pandemic. The improvement in new car registrations May tallied with the related detail in the Bank of France’s latest 
retail sales survey, which suggested that new car sales jumped 10%M/M to the highest level since August 2021, albeit 
remaining some 12½% below the pre-pandemic level in February 2020. But this was largely offset by declines in sales of 
food, clothing, perfumes and household appliances. Indeed, total French retail sales rose just 0.4%M/M in May. And coming 
on the back of the steep decline April (-2.1%M/M), this left retail sales so far in Q2 trending more than 1% below the Q1 
average. 
 

The day ahead in the euro area 

Sentiment surveys will dominate the euro area’s dataflow tomorrow, with the Commission’s flash consumer confidence index 
expected to have edged slightly higher in June (up 0.4pt to -17.0) to mark the eighth increase out of the past nine to its 
highest level since before Russia’s invasion of Ukraine in February 2022. Nevertheless, it would still remain well below the 
pre-pandemic level (-6.1) and long-run average (-10.4). INSEE’s French business confidence survey results for June are 
also due and will give a flavor of what to expect from the flash PMIs on Friday.  
 

 

 

 
 
 
 

UK: Core goods CPI and PPI inflation   

 
Source: Bloomberg, Refinitiv and Daiwa Capital Markets Europe Ltd. 

UK: Firms’ output price expectations 

 
Source: BoE Decision Maker Panel survey and Daiwa Capital Markets Europe 

Ltd. 

Euro area: New car registrations  

 
Source: Refinitiv and Daiwa Capital Markets Europe Ltd. 

France: Retail sales 

  
Source: BoF, Refinitiv and Daiwa Capital Markets Europe Ltd. 
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European calendar 
Today’s results 

Economic data 

Country  Release Period Actual 
Market consensus/ 

Daiwa forecast 
Previous Revised 

Euro area  EU27 (euro area) new car registrations Y/Y% May 18.5 (20.0) - 17.2 (19.2) - 

France  BoF retail sales Y/Y% May -5.2 - -6.8 -6.9 

UK  CPI (core CPI) Y/Y% May 8.7 (7.1) 8.3 (6.7) 8.7 (6.8) - 

  PPI ouput (input) prices Y/Y% May 2.9 (0.5) 3.2 (1.2) 5.4 (3.9) 5.2 (4.2) 

  Public sector net borrowing, excluding banks £bn May 20.0 20.0 25.6 22.8 

  House price index Y/Y% Apr 3.5 - 4.1 - 

  CBI industrial trends survey, total orders (selling prices) Jun -15 (19) -18 (20) -17 (21) - 

Auctions 

  Country  Auction 

Germany  sold €811mn of 0.0% 2050 bonds at an average yield of 2.36% 

  sold €1.19bn of 0.0% 2052 bonds at an average yield of 2.37% 

 Source: Bloomberg and Daiwa Capital Markets Europe Ltd. 

Yesterday’s results 

Economic data 

Country  Release Period Actual 
Market consensus/ 

Daiwa forecast 
Previous Revised 

Euro area  Construction output M/M% (Y/Y%) Apr -0.4 (0.2) - -2.4 (-1.5) -1.7 (-0.7) 

Germany  PPI Y/Y% May 1.0 1.7 4.1 - 

Auctions 

  Country  Auction 

Germany  sold €4.49bn of 2.8% 2025 bonds at an average yield of 3.15% 

UK  sold £3.75bn of 4.5% 2028 bonds at an average yield of 4.932% 

 Source: Bloomberg and Daiwa Capital Markets Europe Ltd. 

Monday’s results 

Economic data 

Country  Release Period Actual 
Market consensus/ 

Daiwa forecast 
Previous Revised 

UK  Rightmove house prices M/M% (Y/Y%) Jun 0.0 (1.1) - 1.8 (1.5) - 

Auctions 

  Country  Auction 

- Nothing to report - 

 Source: Bloomberg and Daiwa Capital Markets Europe Ltd. 
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Tomorrow’s releases 

Economic data 

Country  BST Release 
Period 

 

Market consensus/ 

Daiwa forecast 

Previous 

 

Euro area  15.00 European Commission’s preliminary consumer confidence Jun -17.0 -17.4 

France  07.45 INSEE business confidence Jun 100 100 

  07.45 INSEE manufacturing (production outlook) confidence Jun 98 (-11) 99 (-10) 

UK  12.00 BoE bank rate % Jun 4.75 4.50 

Auctions and events 

Euro area  10.15  ECB’s Panetta scheduled to speak 

UK  12.00  BoE monetary policy announcement, summary and minutes published 

  12.00  BoE publishes Agents’ summary of business conditions   

Source: Bloomberg and Daiwa Capital Markets Europe Ltd. 
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